
      

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 

REPORT ON GANITHA UTSAV 

 

Event Name : INTER CLASS COMPETITION(GANITHA UTSAV)  

Date : 21st  July 2022  

Venue: Mathematics Lab  

Co-ordinator : Mrs.Haritha.A 

Participants: B.Sc(EMC) Students 

Number of students participated: 55 

 

Department of Mathematics organized one day Inter-class 

Competition(GanithaUtsav) under Mathematics Club named “Mathemagic” on 

21st July 2022 for the students of B.Sc(EMCs) from 9:30 AM to 3:45 PM. The 

events were Quiz, Treasure hunt, Pot-pourri, Memory game and cooking 

without fire. 

The registration of participants was done three days prior to the program. 

The program started by Pot-pourri compitation. In this competition 35 students 

participated and performed very well. Potpourri organises quizzes on sports, 

business and all topics prodigious.   

The Second event was Quiz. In this competation 25 stuents participated 

and performed very well. The topics included in this competition were Arts, 

Aptitude, Reasoning, Current Affairs, sports, symbols where students attempted 

to answer all questions correctly about a certain or variety of subjects.The 

purpose of this event is to test a student’s level of comprehension regarding the 

current affairs, sports, Arts and culture, subject etc., They were very enthusiastic 

to participate in this event.  



The Third event was cooking without fire. In this competation 30 

students, each team consisting of 2 students had participated. The main aim of 

the competation was to encourage students to eat something healthy without oil 

and spices and prepare by themselves. The students gave their dishes a creative 

names and made the competation very intresting for the judges. Their dishes 

tasted very good and made the judges feel happy.  

The next event was Memory game. In this event, 20 students each team 

consisting of 2students had participated. There were three rounds in which 10 

students were filtered for the second round and three teams were selected for the 

final round. In this game the students were shown few images from which they 

have to memorize the picture and questions were asked based on them. The 

students memorized the pictures and were very curious to answer the questions. 

The fifth event was Human Calculator. In this event 15 students had 

participated each team consisting of 2 students. This program is a little game to 

help improve student’s mental math skills. The students learnt to calculate with 

speed and agility with basic operations such as: addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division. The event was very interesting not only for the 

participants but also for the audiences 

The last event was Treasure Hunt. In this event 20 students had 

participated each team consisting of 3 students. In this game the treasure hunt 

by hiding clues and the treasure. The clues can be simple drawings that students 

had to fond. Each clue leads to next clue by some puzzles and riddles. The final 

clue leads to the treasure. Students were very much involved into the game and 

managed to find the treasure. They were very enthusiastic to participate in this 

event. 

 

PRIZE WINNERS 

Quiz 

1) Anoop and Parikshith N Y (2nd sem) ----  I prize 

2) Nikhilesh B and Charan P (6th sem)       ----  II prize 

 

Pot Pourri 

1) Deepa , Ruchitha and Deepthi (4th sem) -----  I prize 
 

Cooking without Fire 



1) Nishe and Nisarga (4th sem) ----  I prize 

2) Revathi and neha(6th sem) ----  II prize 

3) Deepak and dhanwanth (4th sem) ----  III prize 

  

Memory game 

1) Tanmay and Gurupreet((2nd sem) ----  I prize 

2) Muktha and Vinitha(6th sem) ----  II prize 
 

Human Calculator 

1) Akshay(4th sem) ----  I prize 

2) Sree hari(4th sem) ----  II prize 

 

Treasure Hunt 

1) Revathi and Neha (6th sem) ----  I prize 

2) Parikshith, Gurupreeth and Kiran(2nd sem) ----  II prize 
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